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Matthias Scheutz and Thomas Mayer

Abstract Big Data analytics are increasingly used to discover potentially interesting patterns in large data sets. In this chapter, we discuss the potential of combining Big Data methods with those of agent-based simulations to support
architectural and urban designs, for agent-based models allow for the generation of
novel datasets to study hypothetical situations and thus designs. Speciﬁcally, we
present two conceptual studies that investigate the utility of agent-based models in
conjunction with Big Data analytics in the context of multi-level pedestrian areas
and current ofﬁce designs, respectively. The analyses of the case studies suggest
that it will be worthwhile, both for urban designers and architects, to pursue a
combined agent-based simulation Big Data analytics approach.

1 Introduction
The notion of ‘Big Data’ is becoming increasingly popular these days and statistical
data mining or machine learning techniques applied to ‘Big Data’ sets have already
been used in various application domains, from research settings in physics and
genomics (e.g., Costa 2012), to industry and government (Cull 2013). While there
is no precise formal deﬁnition of what is typically intended with the term, paraphrasing Kenneth Cukier and Viktor Mayer-Schönberger (Mayer-Schönberger and
Cukier 2013), we take ‘Big Data’ to refer to the kinds of discoveries of principles
and relationships that are possible with sufﬁciently large data sets that would not
have been possible with smaller data sets.
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Big Data can thus be used in many areas for the discovery of new, often
unexpected qualitative and quantitative relationships as in the case that made the
news a few years ago when the US Target Corporation used ‘Big Data methods’ to
predict the pregnancy of costumers based on the costumers’ shopping behaviors
(Duhigg 2012). Note that by ‘Big Data methods’ we do not intend to refer to the
various computational methods and challenges for organizing, storing, and
retrieving data from large distributed databases, but rather to the various statistical
and algorithmic methods for analyzing large data, detecting patterns and regularities, and extracting higher-level relations, rules, and principles from it (cp. to
Gandomi and Haider 2015).
An exciting new application area of Big Data has been evolving around the
theme of ‘urban computing’, with a focus on developing data mining and data
fusion methods for large available data sets from municipalities and other government sources to determine principles and relationships in the context of urban
areas (e.g., effects of trafﬁc patterns on air quality distributions, the functions of
different urban regions, patterns of consumption and the effects on energy distribution, or trafﬁc patterns and hold-ups). One goal of urban computing is to provide
solid data analyses that might help urban designers make better fact-based design
decisions that would not be possible without the new insights gained by combining
analyses from different data sources. Whether and to what extent Big Data analyses
can actually help urban designers, and possibly also architects, in improving their
designs is, however, still an open question. For one, it is not clear whether and how
results from the performed data analyses (e.g., such as the result from analyzing the
relationships between air pollution and trafﬁc patterns) could be translated into
workable solutions (e.g., to improve air quality or trafﬁc flow). The difﬁculty arises
from the fact that urban designers have to take multiple constraints into account,
some of which may not be addressed by the results from the performed Big Data
analyses (e.g., data from air pollution based on trafﬁc pattern is not the only factor
used in deciding whether to develop a region or place a new airport).
Consequently, some have recently called for an encompassing new Urbanization
Science that will be able to systematically investigate, inter alia, the question about
the utility of Big Data in urban designs (e.g., see Solecki et al. 2013). The
importance and urgency of this question is also evidenced in the various new
initiatives and research centers that have been formed in the very recent past
speciﬁcally to investigate the use of Big Data for urban planning and development.
For example, in 2012, the Urban Center for Computation and Data was formed
jointly by the University of Chicago and Argonne National Laboratory in the US
with the goal to apply computational and data-driven methods for urban planning
and design (see CCD 2015). Other related centers that were recently created with
the goals of putting available cloud-based services and Big Data to use in urban
planning and design are the Center for Urban Science and Progress (see CUSP,
NYU 2015), the Urban Systems Collaborative (see Urban Systems Collaborative
2015), and Microsoft Research’s Urban Computing Group (see MS Urban
Computing 2015).
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We believe that it will be important to combine Big Data methods with more
traditional simulation methods, in particular, agent-based modeling. This will allow
researchers and practitioners to utilize the strengths of both approaches in order to
explore design spaces and options in an unprecedented manner. Of course, this will
require both solid computational frameworks for integrating large data sets and
analyses with simulation frameworks, as well as appropriate user interfaces and data
visualization tools to allow non-experts to work with complex simulations effectively, but fortunately these types of computational and infrastructure challenges are
already being addressed by the computer science community.
The goal of this chapter is thus to ﬁrst analyze whether and to what extent Big
Data methods can be combined with more traditional simulation-based methods,
particularly, those involving agent-based models, and second whether consequently
such a combination could improve the designs of urban environments and living
spaces, from designs by urban planners to designs by architects. To our knowledge,
there have been no attempts to apply Big Data methods to large data sets generated
by simulation runs of agent-based models, let alone in urban computing, which then
use the results to guide model reﬁnement and further model development. By
providing two case studies that highlight the potential but also limitations of what
we believe is a promising combination of mathematical and computational methods
we hope to set the stage for modelers and designers to embark on future projects
that explore the synergistic potential of Big Data methods and agent-based
simulations.

2 Combining Big Data and Agent-Based Modeling
for Urban and Architectural Design
2.1

Agent-Based Modeling

Agent-based modeling (ABM) is an approach to the study of complex systems
where the laws guiding the overall system behavior are unknown, while the laws
guiding the behavior of parts of the system are known. The modeler then deﬁnes
those parts together with their behaviors and runs simulations of their interactions to
study how those parts affect the behavior of the whole system.
Agent-based modeling has been successfully employed for quite some time in
the behavioral and social sciences (e.g., Grimm et al. 2006, pp. 115–126). In our
own past work, for example, we have developed a distributed agent-based simulation environment SimWorld to explore a variety of models of artiﬁcial life scenarios, evolutionary trajectories, social simulations, swarm-based simulations and
individual-based biological models of group behavior, and various others. (This
simulation environment was implemented in our ADE-GRID computational middleware which supports systematic explorations of large model parameter spaces
that yield insights in actual and counter-factual models (e.g., see Scheutz and Harris
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2011)). Other examples of agent-based modeling relevant to urban systems are
models of walking agents and groups of agents, which are often based on force
dynamics to guide the individual agents’ behaviors (e.g., see Torrens and McDaniel
2013, or Ali et al. 2013).
The ability of agent-based models to discover designs that might seem
counter-intuitive at ﬁrst is a feature of agent-based models that is of particular
relevance to urban systems, especially because such discovered designs can often
be empirically veriﬁed (cp. the model-based prediction of placing obstacles near
exits to allow crowds to evacuate an area more quickly in an emergency situation,
Yanagisawa et al. 2009).
Agent-based modeling has a main advantage over other forms of modeling such
as mathematical modeling using difference or differential equations to capture
law-like regularities among state variables or more abstract non-mathematical forms
such as ‘verbal models’ which describe relationships informally as rules or principles in natural language: complex behavior can be viewed as an ‘emergent
phenomenon’ resulting from interactions among many individual agents. And this
type of emergent behavior is typically not predictable from initial model conditions.
In fact, we can mathematically prove that even the simplest such simulations do not
allow for predictions of future states (e.g., the ‘game of life,’ Grim et al. 1998);
instead, we have to run model simulation in order to determine whether a particular
model state can be reached from a given initial state.
Rather than requiring interaction principles at the group level, which are often
unknown, agent-based modelers specify rules for the behavior of individual agents,
which are typically easier to come by (e.g., how a pedestrian moves along a
sidewalk). Once the behaviors of the agents are ﬁxed, simulations of the model can
be run in a variety of conditions to explore the dynamics of the interactions among
the agents and the evolution of the model states over time (e.g., how crowds can
spontaneously form in some locations based on the number of agents, their moving
directions, or the layout of the sidewalks). The resultant complex behaviors can
then often be captured in terms of higher-level group variables (e.g., clusters of
agents), and laws governing the changes of those variables over time can be derived
from analyses of the simulation results (e.g., clusters appear, move, and disappear
based on time of day). Agent-based models can also capture extreme heterogeneity
among agents and allow for very flexible modeling of spatial characteristics of the
environment (such as the distribution of agents), both features that are important for
urban design. Moreover, agent-based models can be easily extended to multiple
levels of organization and control, which are also critical aspects for modeling
complex urban systems (e.g., individual human agents, buildings and their residents, districts, or urban regions).
However, agent-based models can also generate large amounts of data, which
can be difﬁcult to analyze and understand. Hence the question arises whether
agent-based models could be combined with Big Data methods in a way that helps
address this problem.
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Big Data Methods

The main strength of Big Data methods is that they can generate new results
(concepts, relations, correlations, etc.) from large data sets that would not have been
considered and could not have been discovered otherwise. The techniques
employed to extract information from Big Data sources vary depending on the type
of data. For example, for text-based data sources techniques include methods for
recognizing named entities and relations among those entities, while for
sound-based data sets auditory analytic methods (such as speech recognizers) are
employed to extract information. Similarly, for video-based data vision processing
algorithms are employed to detect and index individuals and objects of interest.
Many of these methods are combined in mixed data sets such as social media to
determine relationships among the detected individuals (e.g., social influence
analyses are aimed at determining an individual’s influence within a social network). Moreover, predictive analysis methods (such as interpolation or correlation
methods) are employed to generate predictions and trends from historical data.
Critically, the classical notion of statistical signiﬁcance is abandoned in the context
of Big Data in favor of model ﬁtting and machine learning methods that directly
uncover structure in the data (for more details, see Gandomi and Haider 2015).

2.3

Combining ABM with Big Data Methods

Big Data methods could serve three important purposes in conjunction with
agent-based models: (1) they can be used (as data analytical tool) to discover new
relationships and concepts relating agents and agent groups in agent-based models
that were not anticipated by the model developer, (2) given available large data sets
(e.g., data produced by other models, data collected from the modeled domain, or
data fused from multiple data sources), they can be used to extract parameters for
agent-based models, and (3) they can be used to validate simulation outcomes
comparing them to existing available empirical data.
The ﬁrst case is not only important for analyzing the simulation outcomes in
ways that will reveal important relationships that are non-obvious, but also for
turning newly discovered qualitative relationships into rules specifying agent
behaviors in revised agent-based models, which can then generate new models to
explore.
The second case of combining ABM with big data methods is particularly
important for models with a large number of free parameters, e.g., epidemic models
of disease spreading. In such models, it is important to ﬁx as many parameters as
possible to reduce the overall parameter space that needs to be explored via model
simulations. Especially for urban systems, many large, diverse data sets are publicly
available from municipalities and can thus be mined using Big Data methods to
obtain parameters and validation data for agent-based models.
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The third case of combining ABM with big data methods is important for
validating that a model is able to reproduce a known phenomenon at a sufﬁcient
level of detail so that model predictions (i.e., model simulations exploring possible
future state trajectories of the system under investigation) can be trusted (e.g., how
urban areas will grow over the next few decades). Being able to verify agent-based
simulation results against Big Data results enables agent-based models to validate
predictions about the target domain that can be used for designs and policy
decisions.
The potential use of Big Data methods in conjunction with agent-based simulation models calls for a more detailed investigation of the utility of this combination for supporting urban as well as architectural design, which we will initiate
with two conceptual case studies: the optimization of inner-city pedestrian areas in
multi-level city centers (which falls under the purview of urban planners) and the
optimization of current ofﬁce designs (which falls under the purview of architects).

3 Conceptual Case Study 1: Optimizing Inner-City
Pedestrian Areas in Multi-level City Centers Using Big
Data Methods
Since the midst of the 20th century secondary and supplementary pedestrian networks have been developed in downtown areas following the ‘American Central
Business District’ model (i.e., a city’s business center characterized by high urban
density, a concentration of retail, high-rise ofﬁce buildings, and high-capacity
public transport). Cities like New York, Montreal, Toronto and Calgary (the cities
this case study is based on) shared the common goal of mastering the lack of
capacity of their sidewalks and of unclogging their streets by means of trafﬁc
separation. After the simple widening of the sidewalks (and crosswalks) as well as
their semi-public extension inside the buildings’ perimeter (plazas and atriums),
additional pedestrian networks were established by connecting a series of city
blocks with either covered bridges across the streets or tunnels underneath them.
With these secondary pedestrian networks above or below ground, it became
eventually possible to navigate downtown areas without ever setting foot on a
sidewalk again (Cui et al. 2011, pp. 1–3, 2013, pp. 151–160).
After a piecemeal and quasi-organic growth of these mostly privately owned
networks (in the ﬁrst half of the 20th century) and the integration of public rapid
transit systems (New York’s Subway, Montreal’s Métro, Toronto’s Underground,
and Calgary’s C-Train), city governments started to establish master plans to guide
and direct the secondary networks’ future growth. Following the cities’ speciﬁc
nature and history, either tunnels (Montreal, Toronto), plazas (NYC), or covered
bridges (Calgary) were favored. So-called bonus systems helped implementing
these networks, encouraging private investors to connect their buildings to the
network by both allowing more density, extra floors, the use of public ground and
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even subsidizing the linkages’ construction (Department of City Planning NYC
2014; El-Geneidy et al. 2011, p. 3; Moore 2013, pp. 2–7; Lucarelli 2014; URA
Singapore 2014). After a period of vivid criticism in the 1980ies, focusing on the
secondary networks’ predominantly commercial character (the shop-lined tunnels
and bridges were seen as just another facet of ‘the Malling of America’ disrupting
grown city centers by privatizing public space and sucking street-life inside their
private domain (Crawford 1992, p. 24; Body 1992, p. 124), the secondary networks’ vital role as a pacemaker for the central business districts was recognized
(City of Toronto CPD 2012, pp. 9–10; Besner 2007, p. 6).

3.1

Problems

Due to the strong reliance on private investment and (as a consequence) on economic conditions, the development of secondary pedestrian networks was at times
stopped prematurely. This led to the problem of underused ‘crippled’ branches of
what was supposed to be an integrated network. These fragments not only fail to
provide the desired linkages on an urban scale. They also suffer from a lack of
safety, social ‘self-control’ and vitality. This, in turn, impacts the frequency of
pedestrian trafﬁc and, thus, the economic basis of shops lining the bridges and
tunnels. However, these shops are needed to ﬁnance the system in the ﬁrst place
(El-Geneidy et al. 2011, pp. 39–43; City of Toronto CPD 2012, pp. 14).
A second problem faced by cities developing such secondary networks is the
unbalanced use of (at least) two alternatives for pedestrians to reach a destination
(usually either public sidewalks or private tunnels/bridges). By encouraging
investors to contribute to the secondary network, the city runs the risk of supporting
a system that does not complement the existing sidewalk-crosswalk-network, but
rather renders it obsolete, unsafe, underused, and thus misses the city’s original
intention of increasing the sidewalk’s capacity instead of replacing it (City of
Toronto CPD 2012, Appendix A-3).
As a way to overcome both potential dangers, we propose the restatement and
reﬁnement of the bonus systems: Instead of evenly rewarding every extension of the
favored network customized bonuses could be offered for each individual block.
This adaptation is facilitated by using Big Data and agent-based methods based on a
regularly updated (quantitative and qualitative) survey and Big Data analysis of the
pedestrian flows. As soon as new buildings get added, the networks’ state would get
updated, re-evaluated and the individual bonuses (if necessary) adapted. Instead of
simply supporting a single network’s growth, the reﬁned bonus systems would thus
encourage a balanced use of both the public and the private networks. So over a
period of time, this now flexible bonus-system could even shift from rewarding
tunnels or bridges to favoring the older ground-level system.
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First Part of the Solution: Big Data

Any reﬁnement of the bonus-system requires a broad political consensus. To be
acceptable to both the public and the private sector it has to be based on detailed
empirical data rather than on a bias towards the public (like the City of Montreal’s
current reading of the tunnels solely as an extension of the public transport systems,
Besner 2007, pp. 3–4) or a dominance of the private business-community’s interests
(like in Toronto’s Pedestrian Network’s Master Plan, City of Toronto CPD 2012,
pp. 7–11). By using already existing data-sets from sources as diverse as the real
estate market, city polls and local police departments, underused and abandoned as
well as overused and congested parts of each network can by localized and their
degree of success or malfunction identiﬁed.
Applying Big Data methods, a meta study could be generated that by integrating
various sources of the status quo could provide a thorough, coherent and uniﬁed
mapping of both networks’ pedestrian flows. Eventually, an ‘actual ratio’ of the
existing flows at ground and at the secondary level could be provided for each
individual building block.
Based on the survey’s identiﬁcation of ‘hot’ and ‘blind’ spots on both levels (i.e.,
points of successful and problematic development) these ‘actual ratios’ can be
complemented by ‘ideal ratios,’ expressing the desired pedestrians’ frequency for
maintaining a balanced use and continuous growth of the networks. The resulting
planning document could serve as a ‘multi-level master plan’ (i.e., a city map on
two floors), anchoring each block within both networks, which only together
provide the capacity for the necessary pedestrian movements.

3.3

Second Part of the Solution: Agent-Based Modeling

Due to the optional, voluntary nature of bonus systems, the building’s compliance
to the ‘ideal ratios’ can only be encouraged, not enforced. As the development of a
building project is influenced by a plethora of constraints (functional, typological,
technical and economic) the outcome of the planning process is likely to differ from
the prescribed ideal. Moreover, as even an approved project takes years to get
realized, during construction its influence on the status quo and thus the ‘ideal
ratios’ of adjacent building-blocks can only be guessed. Building on research using
agent-based modeling for analyzing and predicting pedestrian behavior (Batty et al.
1998, pp. 32, 45, 56; Dijkstra et al. 2012, p. 255; Zachariadis 2005, pp. 12–15), a
simulation of future pedestrian flows could provide a means to compensate for this
temporarily lack of empirical data (the time-span from the project´s approval to it’s
opening).
The predicted flows then provide a new basis for an updated master plan, for
updated ‘ideal ratios’ and for the possible bonuses to be obtained by projects to
come. Once available, empirical data of the ﬁnished project can be used to examine
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the agent-based model’s various predictions and thus the reliability of its
assumptions. Furthermore, the analysis can be continued through the life time of the
project in order to make adjustments in places where predictions deviate from actual
flows. While evaluating empirical data can help to render the networks’
(agent-based) model more and more reliable, reality’s constant feedback will
additionally keep the master plan in touch with changes that lie outside its original
parameters, but nonetheless may influence the total volume of pedestrian flows
(e.g., economic booms, demographic shifts, climatic changes).

3.4

A Big Data Challenge: Data Availability

The above sketched sequence relies on the use of data that are either
(1) Publicly available (buildings and their links),
(2) Potentially available but not yet mapped (existing pedestrian flows), or
(3) Generated by models (the model’s agents’ pedestrian flows).
A quantitative survey of (publicly available) data deals with the networks’
real-estate aspect (data required according to point 1 above). Within the area
covered by the bonus system the built status of each block is rather transparent. i.e.,
it is known whether a block is linked to the secondary pedestrian network, to
underground or other rapid transit stations, how much retail space is attached and
whether the upper floors are used for ofﬁce, housing, public programs or even more
retail (e.g., Montreal, see El-Geneidy et al. 2011, p. 43).
A both quantitative and qualitative evaluation and modeling of the actual
pedestrians’ flow (in order to collect and generate data required according to points
2 and 3 above) represents more of a challenge. Various methods and models have
been developed during the last 20 years to describe speciﬁc modes of city use by
pedestrians including sociological, commercial, environmental and architectural
aspects. The quantitative aspect—pedestrian volume modeling—is probably the
best researched one, having been applied to a variety of buildings and urban areas
(Raford and Ragland 2005, pp. 5–6; Urbitran Ass. 2004, p. 21; Timmerman 2009,
p. xi; DCP NYC 2000, pp. 41–46; Boisvert 2005, pp. 10–15). (Surprisingly, this
research has only focused on either public or private pedestrian networks; and has
thus either addressed residential aspects or those of the business community, but not
the integration of both.)
Encouraged by the current Big Data discussion, a next step could head for
ultimate complexity, integrating as much information available as possible, in
particular, combining the variety of well-established research threads with the
opportunities current data mining can offer. This ambitious ‘next step’ would have
to structure a broad data-basis, integrating the thoroughly studied influences of
different (even marginal) conditions that guide the pedestrians’ itineraries. By
combining data provided by private and public sources using WiFi-Trace (Danalet
et al. 2013, pp. 1–2), or publically installed ‘sensor-nodes’ (Mitchum 2014), not
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only the number of pedestrians on the various levels could be modeled, but also
their itineraries, intentions and goals. E.g., in a survey of pedestrians conducted in
Montréal in 1989 a variety of reasons for using the secondary network were
revealed: work (51 %), shopping (31 %), entertainment and recreation (18 %) (e.g.,
see Besner 1991, p. 13). Thus the desired balanced use of the pedestrian networks
could also take into consideration qualitative aspects in addition to quantitative
demands.

4 Conceptual Case Study 2: Optimizing Current
Ofﬁce Designs
After the cellular and the open plan ofﬁce and their integration in the so-called
combi-ofﬁce, ofﬁce layouts have developed towards highly flexible workshop-like
floor plans that comprise areas with call-center-like density of work spaces as well
as lounge-like recreational areas. These work zones are typically populated by
‘ofﬁce nomads’ who instead of occupying a dedicated work space now share desks
or even work at home (cf. the Vitra furniture company’s ‘Citizen-Ofﬁce-concept,’
Vitra 2014). The most prominent examples of this development are to be found in
the widely published ofﬁce designs of Yahoo, Google, Microsoft, Sun, Cisco,
Skype, Twitter, Facebook, and similar IT companies (Dainis 2014). Much more
than simply saving floor area, the various open ofﬁce concepts seem to be about
adapting traditional ofﬁce environments to the major changes in communication
patterns brought about by the Internet, cell phones and various kinds of social
media.
After a ﬁrst phase of euphoria, spearheaded by companies from ‘creative
industries’, even more traditional companies (including the US Department of
Commerce 2013, Sect. 3) have realized that precious inner-company information is
more and more traded in an informal way. Ad hoc meetings by the kitchen counter,
in the temporary privacy of the elevator, or in a silent niche next to the copy
machine were no longer considered a waste of time, but were effectively treated as
efﬁcient ways of supporting communication among co-workers.

4.1

Problems

As even the forerunners of the open ofﬁce started re-evaluating their plans and
rethinking the optimization of ofﬁce spaces (cf., CEO Marissa Mayer’s widely
published end to Yahoo’s work-at-home policy a year ago), the main challenge for
more traditionally structured companies implementing these concepts was that
realizing an open ofﬁce concept could turn out to be a rather risky and expensive
experiment. For one, transforming traditional ofﬁce space into a highly flexible
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work-environment takes extra investments. To allow for more communicative,
creative and thus productive performance in a space that can be divided up into
densely packed and rather open areas and rearranged on a weekly basis, one has to
provide movable furniture, flexible partition-walls, adjustable conference equipment, and easily adaptable air-conditioning; and it also requires extra manpower to
manage the constant flow of people and project groups.
The worries are clear: what if all the remodeling does not pay off? What if only
gossiping instead of communication is increased? What if the dynamic flow of
people, work spaces and information renders ordinary work patterns impossible?
(Cf., the rather pessimistic ﬁndings of Waber et al. 2014; Smith 2013, p. 578;
Pejtersen et al. 2011, p. 376; CABE 2005, pp. 43–54; Brennan et al. 2002, p. 290;
Roelofson 2002, p. 247).
These questions put a lot of responsibility both on the clients’ and their architects’ shoulders as they have to make sure that their design recipes will ultimately
be successful from a business perspective. One way to put these assumptions on a
more solid basis could be to employ Big Data analysis methods of the precedents
combined with testing new designs using simulations of agent-based models.

4.2

First Part of the Solution: Big Data

A Big Data analysis that can provide a reliable basis for determining an ofﬁce’s
size, shape and inner organization should cover as wide a range of information as
possible. Hence, the precedents’ evaluation should include the companies’ national
status and location, the extent to which the different ofﬁce-concepts (i.e., open
ofﬁce, desk sharing, tele-working, etc.) are applied, and eventually make use of data
depicting the employee’s performance and job satisfaction (i.e., data usually collected by departments such as human-resources, facility-management, IT, R&D and
the company’s own security-systems).
An almost microscopic (although privacy-wise sensitive) perspective could be
assumed by tracking the employees’ movements throughout a working day: one
could deduce the tracking movements relative attraction of (data generating) spots
like lobbies, meeting rooms, printers, the cafeteria’s vending machines and, of
course, the dedicated work-space. And by relating the employees’ location to their
use of various communication tools, one could additionally deduce each location’s
potential to trigger communication and trading of information (for the successful
use of ‘tracking badges’, worn by employees’ of the Norwegian ‘Telenor’ company
on an opt-in basis see Waber 2014, p. 6).
As an architectural result of this (Big Data based) meta study the average amount
of floor area per workplace can be approximated (a number that balances the
optimization of space available with the employees’ wellbeing) as well as the floor
area needed for service spaces (whether and how these two numbers actually
correlate would be an enlightening side-result of this study). These benchmarks,
once established and accepted, could then play a decisive role in the process of
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ﬁnding an appropriate ofﬁce long before a detailed planning of the ofﬁce layout has
even started.
Ideally, an analysis of open ofﬁce parameters and company performance would
establish the ‘right’ number of ﬁxed and flexible work spaces, recreational space
and amenities provided, and overall the percentage of space exclusively dedicated
to circulation, storage and services. Such an analysis could complement current
planning assumptions with a new corporate typology of contemporary generic
ofﬁce space and could help to replace ‘ofﬁce myths’ by a corporate planning manual
(for ﬁrst efforts “to synthesize data collected in workplace consultancy projects in
order to create a decision-making tool for clients to better manage space usage in
commercial buildings,” see Spacelab and SSL 2014, but also the internal research
program of the planning and consulting company ‘Gensler’, Jerde 2013).

4.3

Second Part of the Solution: Agent-Based Modeling

As a result, the client’s assignment (usually a ﬁxed number of departments and
work spaces using the available floor area distributed throughout a given number of
floors within a given building envelope) could be reﬁned following the ‘new
typology’: possible future employee behaviors can be evaluated in agent-based
simulations of possible architectural setups (i.e., three-dimensional environments
with speciﬁc layouts of circulation nodes, departments, and individual ofﬁce spaces
based on the dynamics of employee flows). These agent-based models could bring
together an (economically computable, thus limited) amount of agents with an (also
limited) variety of locations (differing in attraction) spread throughout a speciﬁc
building. Given a number of ‘encounters’ the agents need to have in a given
sequence, each agent randomly passes potential nodes of interaction, where the
agent is rewarded with extra points, thus speeding up the entire ofﬁce’s reaching of
the common goal. Hence, rather than only comparing the agent’s movement patterns, the scoring function will bring to the fore potential flaws and strengths of
different layouts for meeting and interaction among individuals (i.e., whether a
certain arrangement leads to dead ends, detours or shortcuts). (For an outlook on the
combinations of ABM and architectural planning see: Gao and Gu 2009, pp. 170–
171; Kavulya 2011, p. 694.)

4.4

A Big Data Challenge: Data Availability

We are quite aware that the data needed for the above sketched research methodology might not always be readily available, and in some cases it might be
impossible to obtain. While data is indeed generated and collected both at the
company’s own discretion (as soon as their secret of success is subject of research)
and within the constraints of the legal system, the use of employees’ individual data
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poses major obstacles. Establishing a rigid and reliable ‘ﬁrewall’ of anonymity for
both sources combined with the outlook of new (probably promising) insights in the
company’s inner workings will hopefully be an attractive enough incentive for a
number of open ofﬁces to participate (cf. ‘Remote Utilities’—blog’s overview of
the current legal situation considering employee monitoring and surveillance, RU
2013). Moreover, as notions of privacy are shifting (e.g., with Millenials said to be
much less concerned about revealing personal information publically), it might
become easier for companies to obtain relevant data either by directly obtaining
their employees’ consent or by using information their employees already voluntarily provided on social media (how this kind of data can then be integrated into
ABMs or any kind of simulation models is a topic of current research in network
science).

5 Discussion
The two conceptual case studies are examples of a variety of possible application
scenarios for Big Data methods and agent-based models in urban design and
architectural design. Speciﬁcally, the analyses point at the potential ways in which
Big Data methods, either alone or in conjunction with agent-based models, can be
of help to urban planners and architects. While each of the conceptual case studies
was targeted at different problems at a different scale (urban neighborhood design
vs. ofﬁce design), there are important commonalities: both examples showed the
potential of agent-based models to inform and optimize designs, and both examples
also made the case for the application of Big Data methods, at the very least for
mining the vast data that simulations of agent-based models can produce. In both
case studies, agent-based models are able to reveal important temporal dynamics of
human movements (in the ﬁrst case study, the pedestrian flows and the way they are
impacted by changes in the layouts of the pedestrian networks; in the second case,
the trajectories of employees through the ofﬁce spaces and how they are impacted
by changes in the functional roles of spaces).
Depending on the complexity of the set of agent rules that govern the behavior
of individual agents (e.g., the extent and level to which preferences, goals, interaction dynamics, etc. are explicitly modeled), the results might require signiﬁcant
data mining efforts and statistical analysis to expose relationships among the
independent and dependent variables. Some of these might be rather obvious and
expected (e.g., the extent to which street-level pedestrian crossing is preferred to a
pedestrian bridge or that using a tunnel is likely influenced by an individual’s goal
of avoiding steps, or how the frequent need for coffee could result in increased
communications if the spatial layout of the cafe or coffee-making area in an ofﬁce
environment supports lingering). Others will be much less obvious (e.g., the extent
to which cognitive factors influence people’s perceptions of spaces and designs and
thus lead to alterations in their behavior, see also recent attempts at isolating such
factors in Sussman and Hollander 2015). And yet others will be much more
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complex to obtain, which is why applying Big Data methods to the simulation
results will likely lead to surprising, yet potentially very useful ﬁndings that
designers did not consider in the past, simply because the relationship is only
revealed through analyses of large enough data sets.

6 Conclusion
In this chapter we argued that agent-based modeling in conjunction with Big Data
analysis methods could prove invaluable to urban designers and architects and we
used two conceptual case studies to analyze where agent-based models in conjunction with Big Data analysis methods could speciﬁcally improve urban and
architectural designs. By using not just historical data (as is typically the case in
urban computing), but exploring patterns in data generated by agent-based simulation models, new designs can be explored in unprecedented ways, taking larger
numbers of factors into account than ever before. The difference to current orthodoxy in design is clear: rather than relying on what we know from past experience,
we can now generate new experience in hypothetical situations that will allow us to
avoid pitfalls (designs that do not work) and to discover solutions (designs that do
work) without having to wait for a design to be evaluated in reality. The next step
now is to put the analyses to work in concrete design settings to verify that our
conceptual analyses hold up to empirical litmus test.
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